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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to contribute to the theory of existence
of solutions to ordinary differential equations in Rn, when the right hand
side of the equation is not necessarily continuous. More precisely we are
interested in the properties of a special family of right hand sides, namely
the gradients of a class of functions that contains the family of convex
functions. The motivation for this problem comes to a large extent from the
(multi-dimensional) Calculus of Variations. In several papers [5, 7, 8, 15]
the basic tool used to infer the truth of properties like the existence of
minima or the validity of the Euler Lagrange equations was integration
along the trajectories of
(CP{)(x0) x$(t)={u(x(t)), x(0)=x0
where u is the candidate solution. This technique raises the following questions:
given an open region 0, do solutions to (CP{)(x0) exist, at least a.e. with
respect to x0 in 0? do the trajectories of (CP{)(x0) fill 0 in a one to one
way at least on the complement of null-measure set?
Here the purpose is integrating over 0 by integrating along the trajec-
tories of a differential equation; hence sets of measure zero do not count.
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This explains the different emphasis of this paper with respect to ways
previously used in dealing with discontinuous right hand sides. Essentially
the previous emphasis was in modifying the right hand side, by building an
upper semicontinuous convex valued multifunction out of it, as in the
definition of the subdifferential of a convex mapping or in defining the
solutions in the sense of Filippov. In this way one can show the existence
of a (generalized) solution for all initial data x0 . However, in this case, the
derivative of the solution x(t) does not, for a.e. t, equal the original right
hand-side and this makes the trajectories unsuitable for integrating along.
In our approach we want this equality to hold for a.e. t and pay the price
of losing a set of initial data having measure zero. The results of this paper
are better clarified by examining the simple example where u is the convex
mapping on R2 given by x  sup[ |xi |] i.e., u(x)=|x|  . 0 may be taken
to be the unit square about the origin. It is obvious that if we regularise 0
by subtracting the set consisting of the two diagonal lines, then on the
remaining set 0u the solutions to (CP{)(x0) exist on a maximal open interval
of existence (|&(x0), |+(x0)) and are unique for all initial data in 0u .
Moreover, for t  |+ solutions converge to the boundary of the original
set 0, while for t  |& they converge to 0"0u ; finally, the collection of the
trajectories is a partition of 0u .
The above result follows easily since in this case the set we have
removed, the diagonals, is the set of non-uniqueness for the Cauchy
problems
(CP)(x0) x$(t) # u(x(t)), x(0)=x0
and it happens that this set coincides with the set of non-differentiability
of u and is closed. However this property does not hold in general for a
convex function: in fact, our Example 1 shows a convex mapping on R2
such that the corresponding set of initial points lacking uniqueness for
(CP) is dense in 0 and does not coincide with 0. Still our theorems
guarantee, for the class of mappings we consider, the validity of all the
claims previously made for the special case discussed above.
Besides convex mappings, we deal with mappings whose composition
with a monotone function is convex. The motivation for considering this
class of mappings comes from the Calculus of Variations: in fact, it is
known [12, 14] that the solution, v, to the basic problem
min |
0
( |{u(x)|2+u(x)) dx, u |0=0
on a convex domain 0, is such that the mapping x  &(&v)12 is convex.
Hence our results apply in particular to this solution v.
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Notation and Preliminary Results
Let n1 be a natural number. For S/Rn, S denotes the boundary of
S; we use ( } , } ) to denote the scalar product in Rn, and + to denote the
n-dimensional Lebesgue measure; +
*
and +* are, respectively, the interior
and the exterior n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. For measurable A/Rn
and B/A, +(A)=+
*
(B)++*(A"B) ([9], pp. 39, 42). When f : Rn  Rn
is a Lipschitzean mapping of constant l, +( f (A))ln+(A) for every
measurable A/Rn [11]. For the sake of simplicity, we deal with differential
properties of functions only at points that are interior to the domain of
definition. We denote by {u the gradient of a real valued function. When
u is a convex function, u denotes its subgradient [13]. When the real
valued function u, defined on a subset of Rn, is not necessarily convex, we
consider the subdifferential of u at x to be the (possibly empty) set given by
D&u(x).{ p # Rn : lim infy  x
u( y)&u(x)&( p, y&x)
| y&x|
0= (see [2, 10]).
When u is convex, D&u#u. For u : Dom u  R, S/int Dom u and
x0 # S we will consider the following two types of Cauchy problems:
(CP{)(x0) {x$(t)={u(x(t))x(0)=x0 and (CP&)(x0) {
y$(t) # D&u( y(t))
y(0)=x0
.
We say that xx0 : I  S is a solution to (CP{)(x0) if I is an interval
containing 0 in its interior, xx0(0)=x0 , xx0( } ) is absolutely continuous and,
for a.e. t # I, xx0 is differentiable at t, u is differentiable at xx0(t) and
x$x0(t)={u(xx0(t)).
Also, we say that xx0 : I  S is a solution to (CP&)(x0) if I is an interval
containing 0 in its interior, xx0(0)=x0 , xx0( } ) is absolutely continuous and,
for a.e. t # I, xx0 is differentiable at t, and x$x0(t) # D
&u(xx0(t)).
Maximality of solutions is intended in the classical way and we shall deal
only with maximal solutions. When u is convex, we will call (CP) the
Cauchy problem (CP&). We recall [1, 3] some properties of solutions to
the differential inclusion (CP), in the case S is open:
 for all x0 # S there exists at least one (maximal) solution
xx0 : (|& , |+)  S to (CP)(x0);
 (CP)(x0) admits a unique solution in the past;
 the set N=[x0 # S : (CP)(x0) admits at least two distinct solution
in the future] has n-dimensional Lebesgue measure 0 [4, 6];
 u(xx0( } )) is non-decreasing;
 for a.e. t # (|& , |+), x$x0(t)=vm(t), where |vm(t)|=min[ |v|,
v # u(xx0(t))];
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 if we denote by mu the minimum value level set of u then
lim
t a |&
|xx0(t)|=+ or limt a |&
xx0(t) # S _ mu
and
lim
t A |+
|xx0(t)|=+ or limt A |+
xx0(t) # S.
Finally, when 0/Rn we say that A/0 is convex in 0 if A is the inter-
section of 0 and of a convex set.
Main Results
It is our purpose to prove the following theorem on differential equations
generated by gradients of convex mappings:
Theorem 1. Let u be a convex mapping with domain Dom u/Rn; let
0/Dom u be open. Then there exists a set 0u /0 such that +(0"0u)=0
and for every x0 # 0u :
(i) the Cauchy problem on 0u
(CP{)(x0) {x$(t)={u(x(t))x(0)=x0
admits the unique (maximal ) solution xx0 on (|
{
& , |
{
+);
(ii) the Cauchy problem on 0
(CP)(x0) {y$(t) # u(x(t))y(0)=x0
admits the unique (maximal ) solution yx0 on (|

& , |

+);
(iii) |+=|
{
+ .|+ , |

&|
{
& , yx0 #xx0 on (|
{
& , |+) and
yx0((|

& , |
{
&])/0"0u
The proof of the main result will need a technical lemma from measure
theory.
Lemma 1. Let C/Rn be compact and f : C  Rn be lipschitzean with
lipschitz constant l. Set Z=[ y # f (C ) : there are x1 {x2 # C, f (x1)=
f (x2)= y]. Then, for all measurable Y/ f (C ) such that Y & Z=<,
+(Y )l n+
*
( f &1(Y )).
Proof. Let Y/ f (C )"Z be measurable. For k # N set
Uk .{x # C : \y # C, y{x O | f (x)& f ( y)||x& y| 
1
k=
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(Uk)k is an increasing sequence of closed subsets of C. Set Vk := f (Uk) and
fk := f |Uk . It is easy to check that Vk & Z=< and f
&1
k : Vk  Uk is
Lipschitz of constant k, so it maps measurable sets into measurable sets.
Moreover, Uk and Vk are measurable (being closed), and so are Vk & Y
and Uk & f &1(Y )= f &1k (Vk & Y ). So we may write
+(Vk & Y)=+( fk(Uk & f &1(Y )))l n+(Uk & f &1(Y ))l n+*( f
&1(Y))
Set V. Vk . Then Y & V and Y"V are measurable. Moreover
+(Y & V )l n+
*
( f &1(Y ))
We claim that +(Y"V)=0. In fact, we show that Y"V/ f (B), where
B.{x # C : there exist xk # C, xk  x, | f (xk)& f (x)||xk&x|  0=
Let y # Y"V and let x # C be such that f (x)= y. Since for every k y is not
in Vk then x  Uk , so there exists xk # C, xk {x, such that ( | f (xk)& f (x)|
|xk&x| )<(1k). C is compact, so a subsequence of [xk] converges to
some x* # C. In particular, f (x*)= f (x)= y. But, since y # Y and
Y & Z=<, x*=x. So x # B and y # f (B). Since B contains only points in
C fo which either f is not differentiable or the jacobian is 0, by the coarea
formula [11] we see that +( f (B))=0. So
+(Y )=+(Y & V)l n+
*
( f &1(Y )) K
Proof of Theorem 1. We wish to define the set 0u . For this purpose we
consider solutions xx0 of (CP)(x0). Obviously, xx0(0)=x0 . It is known
that the set N=[x0 # 0 : (CP)(x0) admits at least two distinct solution in
the future] has measure 0. We will consider points along xx0 at negative
times. These points are the initial data of new Cauchy problems. Hence we
define the set A=[x0 # 0 : _(ti) i , ti A 0 such that (CP)(xx0(ti)) admits at
least two solutions]. Clearly N/A. Notice that for every solution x to
(CP), x(t) # A O x(s) # N for all s<t such that x(s) is defined.
(a) It is our purpose to show that +(A)=0.
It will be enough to prove that +(A & B(z, R))=0 for a generic closed
ball B(z, R) contained in 0. Call, for *>0, D*=B(z, R&*). Set M*=
sup[ |v| : v # u(x), x # D*]. For =>0 define the mapping f= : D*  Rn by
f=(x0)=xx0(&=). Notice that D*= f
&1
= ( f=(D*)). Since one has uniqueness
in the past to (CP) for all initial data, for =<(*2M*2) f= is well defined.
Moreover D*+=M* / f=(D*)/D*2 . The monotonicity of u implies that f=
is Lipschitz of constant 1. Since, for all x0 # D* & A, xx0(t0) # N for some
t0>&=, a fortiori f=(x0)=xx0(&=) # N. So f=(D* & A)/ f=(D*) & N and
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hence D* & A/ f &1= ( f=(D* & A))/ f
&1
= ( f=(D*) & N ). We want to apply
Lemma 1 to f= and to Y= f=(D*)"N. Since D* is compact, f= is Lipschitz
and +(N )=0, f=(D*)"N is measurable and +( f=(D*)"N )=+( f=(D*)).
Moreover Z/N, where Z=[ y # f=(D*) : _x1 {x2 such that f=(x1)=
f=(x2)= y]. In fact, let y=xx1(&=)=xx2(&=), x1 {x2 # D* . For i=1, 2,
call yi : [0, =]  D* , yi (t)=xxi (t&=). Then y1 and y2 solve (CP)( y) on [0, =].
Moreover y1(=)=x1 {x2= y2(=), so y # N. Now, from Lemma 1 we have
+( f=(D*))=+( f=(D*)"N )+*( f
&1
= ( f=(D*)"N ))
We also have D*= f &1= ( f=(D*))= f
&1
= ( f=(D*)"N ) _ f
&1
= ( f=(D*) & N ) so
that
+(D*)=+*( f
&1
= ( f=(D*)"N ))++*( f
&1
= ( f=(D*) & N ))
hence +( f=(D*))+(D*)&+*( f &1= ( f=(D*) & N )). Then
+*(D* & A)+*( f &1= ( f=(D*) & N ))+(D*)&+( f=(D*))
Since D*+=M* / f=(D*), we have +*(D* & A)+(D*)&+(D*+=M*). By
letting =  0 one has that +(D* & A)=+*(D* & A)=0.
(b) Set 0u=0"A and let x0 # 0u .
To prove (ii): by the definition of 0u , (CP)(x0) has a unique maximal
solution, which we denote by yx0 : (|

& , |

+)  0. Since 0 is open, the
maximal interval of definition will be open too.
Set: |{&=inf[t # (|

& , |

+) : yx0(t) # 0u] and |
{
+=|

+. Set also
xx0(t). yx0(t) for all t # (|
{
&, |
n
+). By the definition of |
{
& , yx0(t) # 0"0u
\t # (|& , |
{
&) and so, by the definition of u , yx0(|
{
&) # 0"0u . Since
xx0(0)=x0 # 0u , |
{
&0. We will prove that |
{
&<0 and that, for all
t # (|{&, |
{
+), xx0(t) # 0u .
It cannot be that |{&=0. In fact, we would have for all t # (|

& , 0),
yx0(t) # A which, according to a previous observation, implies that yx0(t)
# N \t # (|& , 0), hence x0= yx0(0) # A, a contradiction. Assume now that
for some t # (|{&, |
{
+) we have xx0(t)= yx0(t) # A. Again, we see that
yx0(s) # N/A for every s # (|
{
&, t) which contradicts the choice of w
{
&. So
xx0(t) # 0u for all t # (|
{
& , |
{
+).
Since any solution to (CP{)(x0) is a solution to (CP)(x0) and x0  N,
(CP{)(x0) admits at most one maximal solution which will coincide, on its
interval of definition, with yx0 . By the above, yx0((|

& , |
{
&])/0"0u , so
the maximal interval of definition of the solution to (CP{)(x0) is contained
in (|{&, |
{
+).
So to prove the theorem, we are left to prove that for a.e. t # (|{& , |
{
+),
x$x0(t)={u(xx0(t)).
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For a.e. t # (|{&, |
{
+), xx0 is differentiable at t and x$x0(t)=vm(t), where
|vm(t)|=min[ |v|, v # u(x(t))]. We show that for one such t, u is differentiable
at xx0(t). Assume this is not true. Then there is v # u(xx0(t)), |v|>|vm(t)|.
We claim that the following holds:
Claim. For every x0 # 0 and v # u(x0) there are =>0 and x, a solution
to (CP) (x0) on [0, =], such that
|x(s)&x0 |s |v| \s # [0, =].
Proof of the Claim. By choosing an appropriate =>0 one may construct,
as in [1] p. 100, a sequence of piecewise linear mappings xn : [0, =]  0,
that converge uniformly to x : [0, =]  0, a solution to (CP) (x0).
At step n, set x1n=x0+(=n) v. For k # [1, ..., n&1], choose v
k
n # u(x
k
n)
and set xk+1n =x
k
n+(=n) v
k
n . Denote also v
0
n=v. xn : [0, =]  0 is given
by xn(s)=xkn+(s&(=kn)) v
k
n when s # [(=kn), (=(k+1)n)]. The
monotonicity of u implies easily that |vin ||v
i&1
n | for i1. We prove,
inductively on k, that
|xn(s)&x0 | 2s2 |v| 2 on \=kn ,
=(k+1)
n & (1k)
When k=0, s # (0, (=n)], xn(s)=x0+sv so (10) is obvious. When
n&1k1, assume (1k&1) is true and let s # ((=kn), (=(k+1)n)]. Then
|xn(s)&x0 | 2=\=n \ :0ik&1 v
i
n +
+\s&=kn + vkn ,
=
n \ :0ik&1 v
i
n ++\s&=kn + vkn +
=\s&=kn +
2
|vkn |
2+2 \s&=kn +
=
n \vkn , :0ik&1 v
i
n+
+
=2
n2 } :0ik&1 v
i
n }
2
=\s&=kn +
2
|vkn |
2+2 \s&=kn +
=
n \vkn , :0ik&1 v
i
n+
+ }xn \=kn +&x0 }
2
\s&=kn +
2
|vkn |
2+2 \s&=kn +
=
n \vkn , :0ik&1 v
i
n++=
2k2
n2
|v| 2.
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The cyclical monotonicity of u [13] implies that (x1n&x0 , v
0
n)+
(x2n&x
1
n , v
1
n)+ } } } +(x
k
n&x
k&1
n , v
k&1
n )(x
k
n&x0 , v
k
n). So (v
k
n , 0ik&1 v
i
n)
0ik&1 |vin |
2k |v| 2 and |xn(s)&x0 | 2((s&(=kn))2+2(s&(=kn))
(=kn)+(=2k2n2)) |v| 2=s2 |v| 2.
Now, since xn converge to x, |x(s)&x0 |s |v| \s # [0, =]. This proves
the claim.
Applying the previous claim to xx0(t) and v we find =>0 and
x : [0, =]  0, a solution to (CP)(xx0(t)), such that |x(s)&xx0(t)|s |v|
for all s # [0, =]. Since xx0(t) # 0u=0"A and xx0(=yx0) is a solution to
(CP)(xx0(t)), x(s)=xx0(t+s) and ( |xx0(t+s)&xx0(t)|s)|v|. However,
xx0( } ) is differentiable at t, so the above inequality implies that |x$x0(t)|
|v|>|vm(t)|=|x$x0(t)|, a contradiction.
All the claims have been proved. K
Remark. The set A=0"0u , defined in the proof of the theorem, does
not coincide, in general, with the set of points where u is not differentiable.
For 0=B[0, 2] and,
u(x)={ |x|2 |x|&1
for |x|1
for 1|x|2,
the set A consists of the point 0; the points [x : |x|=1] where u is not dif-
ferentiable are ‘‘passed through’’ by the solutions, that remain absolutely
continuous mappings satisfying a.e. (CP{).
Example 1. A convex function u, defined on an open, bounded and
convex set 0, such that N is dense in 0.
Let B/[0, 1] be countable and dense and let h : [0, 1]  [0, 1] be an
increasing mapping, discontinuous at every point of B and such that
h(0)=0 and 10 h(s) ds=1. Then f (x)=
x
0 h(s) ds is a convex mapping
which is not differentiable at any point of B and the set [(x1 , x2) #
[0, 1]2 : f (x1)<x2 and x1< f (x2)] is convex, open, bounded and such
that 0 is not differentiable on a dense subset M.
Set u : 0  R to be u(x)=&d(x, 0). Clearly u is convex and {u(x)=
n(6(x)) a.e. x # 0, where 6( } ) is the projection on 0 and n( } ) is the
outward normal to 0 [7]. For x # 0, consider the differential inclusion
(CP)(x) { y$(t) # u( y(t))y(0)=x, y(t) # 0
and set N.[x # 0 : (CP)(x) admits at least two solutions]. We will prove
that N is dense in 0.
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Assume that there is an open ball G/0 such that G & N=<. For x # G
and z # 6(x) it is easy to check that the mapping y : [0, |z&x| ]  0,
y(t)=x+t(z&x|z&x| ) solves (CP)(x). Since x # G, y has to be the
unique solution to (CP)(x), hence 6(x) contains exactly one point. 6( } )
is upper semicontinuous, so if we set P.6 |G , P is a continuous mapping
from G to 0. It was proved in [7] that 6(0), so also P(G), contains only
points of differentiability of 0. Moreover, G is open so P(G) contains at
least two points: let x0 be the center of G; a point x # G on the normal
through x0 to P(x0)&x0 is such that P(x){P(x0). Since G is arcwise
connected, P(G)/0 is arcwise connected, so P(G) & M{< which leads
to a contradiction.
The next theorem extends the results of Theorem 1 to gradients of a
larger class of mappings u:
Theorem 2. Let 0/Rn be open and u : 0  R be such that there exists
a mapping z : u(0)  R for which:
(a) z is continuously differentiable on int u(0) and z$ is strictly
positive.
(b) v.z b u is the restriction to 0 of a convex function.
Then there exists 0u /0 such that +(0"0u)=0 and for all x0 # 0u :
(i) the Cauchy problem on 0u
(CP&)(x0) {x$(t) # D
&u(x(t))
x(0)=x0
admits the unique (maximal ) solution xx0 : I  0u where I is an open interval
containing 0;
(ii) for a.e. t # I, xx0 is differentiable at t, u is differentiable at xx0(t)
and x$x0(t)={u(xx0(t)).
Proof of the theorem. Notice that, if u satisfies the conditions above,
then its sub-level sets are convex in 0, since they coincide with the
sub-level sets of v. Denote by mu the minimum value level set of u (which
may be empty). Obviously, mu is closed and convex in 0. Moreover,
int u(0)=u(0"mu) and so u is locally lipschitz on 0"mu . We first prove
that, for all x # 0"mu ,
v(x)=D&v(x)=z$(u(x)) D&u(x):
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Indeed, for p # Rn,
lim inf
u( y){u(x)
y  x
u( y)&u(x)
| y&x|
&
( p, y&x)
z$(u(x)) | y&x|
=
1
z$(u(x))
lim inf
u( y){u(x)
y  x
z(u( y))&z(u(x))&( p, y&x)
| y&x|
+
1
z$(u(x))
lim
u( y){u(x)
y  x
u( y)&u(x)
| y&x| \z$(u(x))&
z(u( y))&z(u(x))
u( y)&u(x) +
=
1
x$(u(x))
lim inf
u( y){u(x)
y  x
z(u( y))&z(u(x))&( p, y&x)
| y&x|
since u is locally Lipschitz and z is differentiable. Also,
lim inf
u( y)=u(x)
y  x
&
( p, y&x)
z$(u(x)) | y&x|
=
1
z$(u(x))
lim inf
u( y)=u(x)
y  x
&
( p, y&x)
| y&x|
.
So p # D&v(x) if and only if ( pz$(u(x))) # D&u(x). When x # mu , it is easy
to see that 0 # D&u(x). Moreover, if x # int mu , then D&u(x)=[{u(x)]=
[0].
Since v is convex, there is a set 0v /0 such that +(0"0v)=0 and that
for all x0 # 0v the claims of Theorem 1 hold. Set 0u .0v"mu . We shall
prove that 0u satisfies the claims of our theorem. It is clear that
+(0"0u)+(0"0v)++(mu & 0)=0, since mu & 0 is contained in the
boundary of a convex set. Fix x0 # 0u .
Assume first that x0 # int mu : then there exists a ball around x0 such that
u is constant on this ball. Then the unique maximal solution to (CP&)(x0)
is xx0(t)=x0 \t # R and all the claims of the theorem are satisfied.
Let now x0 # 0v"mu . Then there are | &<0<| + and yx0 : (| & , | +)
 0 such that yx0 is the unique maximal solution on 0 to (CP)v (x0)
{y$(t) # v(x(t))y(0)=x0 .
Moreover, there is |*& # [| & , 0) such that yx0((| &, |*&])/0"0v ,
yx0((|*& , | +)) # 0v , and for a.e. t # (|*&, | +), yx0 is differentiable at t, v is
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differentiable at yx0(t) and y$x0(t)={v( yx0(t)). From the classical theory of
monotone differential inclusions we know that u( yx0( } )) is increasing and:
lim
t a | &
| yx0(t)|=+ or limt a | &
yx0(t) # 0 _ mu ;
lim
t A | +
| yx0(t)|=+ or limt A | +
yx0(t) # 0.
Notice that, for all t>|*& , yx0(t) # 0u : indeed, otherwise yx0(t) #
0v & mu and the Cauchy problem (CP)v ( yx0(t)) admits two distinct
solutions (one constant and the other one a reparametrization of yx0) in
contradiction with the choice of 0v .
Set h : (|*& , | +)  (0, +) to be h(t).(1z$(u( yx0(t)))) and consider
the Cauchy problem (2)
{*$(t)=h(*(t))*(0)=0 .
Since h is continuous and strictly positive, (2) admits a unique maximal
solution * : (|& , |+)  (|*&, | +) which is continuously differentiable,
strictly increasing and limt A |+ *(t)=| + , limt a |& *(t)=|*&.
Define now xx0(t) : (|& , |+)  0u by xx0(t).yx0(*(t)).
We will prove that xx0 satisfies the claims of our theorem.
(i) * is continuously differentiable, yx0 is absolutely continuous so
xx0 is absolutely continuous and for a.e. t # (|& , |+)
x$x0(t)=*$(t) y$x0(*(t)) # *$(t) D
&v( yx0(*(t)))
=*$(t) z$(u( yx0(*(t)))) D
&u( yx0(*(t)))=D
&u(xx0(t))
Since xx0(0)= yx0(*(0))=x0 , xx0 is a solution to (CP&)(x0).
Moreover, if limt A |+ |xx0(t)|{+ then limt A |+ xx0(t)=limt A |+ yx0(*(t))
=lims A | + yx0(s) # 0. Also, either limt a |& |xx0(t)|=+ or limt a |& xx0(t)=
limt a |& yx0(*(t))=lims a |*& yx0(s) # 0 _ (0"0v), from the properties of |*&.
In both situations we find that xx0 is maximal. So to prove (i) we are left to
prove that xx0 is the unique solution to (CP&)(x0). We will prove only the
uniqueness in the past since the uniqueness in the future follows analogously.
Assume, by contradiction, that there is x : I1  0u , a maximal solution to
(CP&)(x0), and t0 # I1 & (|&, 0] such that x (t0){xx0(t0). Since xx0(t0)  mu
and x (t0)  mu , there is =>0 such that x (t)  mu , xx0(t)  mu for all
t # (t0&=, 0].
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Let h : (t0&=, 0]  (0, +) be given by h (t).z$(u(x (t))). Consider the
Cauchy problem (3)
{+$(t)=h
 (+(t))
+(0)=0
.
As above, (3) admits a unique maximal solution + : (:, 0]  (t0&=, 0]
which is continuously differentiable, strictly increasing and limt a : +(t)=
t0&=. Let y : (:, 0]  0 be given by y (t)=x (+(t)). Then y solves (CP)v
(x0) so it has to coincide with yx0 on (:, 0]. So, for all t # (:, 0], +$(t)=
z$(u(x (+(t))))=z$(u( y (t)))=z$(u( yx0(t))) and
+$(*(s))=z$(u( yx0(*(s))))=
1
*$(s)
\s # (*&1(:), 0].
Since +(*(0))=0, +(*(s))=s for all s # (*&1(:), 0] and *&1(:)=t0&=.
Then
xx0(s)= yx0(*(s))= y (*(s))=x (+(*(s)))=x (s) on (t0&=, 0]
a contradiction.
(ii) For all t # (|& , |+), u( yx0(*(t))) # int u(0) and for a.e. t #
(|& , |+) yx0 is differentiable at *(t), v is differentiable at yx0(*(t)) and
y$x0(*(t))={v( yx0(*(t))). For such t, xx0 is differentiable at t, u=z
&1 b v is
differentiable at xx0(t)= yx0(*(t)) and
x$x0(t)=*$(t) y$x0(*(t))
=
1
z$(u( yx0(*(t))))
z$(u( yx0(*(t)))) {u(xx0(t))={u(xx0(t)). K
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